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Abstract 
By an WI-tree we mean a tree of cardinality w1 and height wl. An w,-tree is called a Kurepa 
tree if all its levels are countable and it has more than o1 branches. An w,-tree is called 
a JechbKunen tree if it has K branches for some K strictly between w1 and 2’“‘. A Kurepa tree is 
called an essential Kurepa tree if it contains no Jech-Kunen subtrees. A JechbKunen tree is 
called an essential Jech-Kunen tree if it contains no Kurepa subtrees. In this paper we prove 
that (1) it is consistent with CH and 2”” > o2 that there exist essential Kurepa trees and there 
are no essential Jech-Kunen trees, (2) it is consistent with CH and 2”” > w2 plus the existence of 
a Kurepa tree with 2”” branches that there exist essential JechkKunen trees and there are no 
essential Kurepa trees. In the second result we require the existence of a Kurepa tree with 
2”” branches in order to avoid triviality. 
Introduction 
Our trees are always growing downward. We use T, for the c&h level of T and use 
TIM for u,jCz /$. T For every t E T let h(t) = z iff t E T,. Let ht(T), the height of T, be 
the least ordinal cx such that T, = 0. By a branch of T we mean a totally ordered subset 
of T which intersects every nonempty level of T. For any tree T let m(T) be the set of 
all maximal nodes of T, i.e. m(T) = {t E T: (t/s E T)(s < t + s = t)}. All trees con- 
sidered in this paper have cardinalities less than or equal to C.O~ so that, without loss of 
generality, we can assume all those trees are subtrees of (CO;“‘, z), where o <W is the 
set of all functions from some countable ordinals to ol. Hence every tree here has 
a unique root 0 and if { t,: n EO} G Tis a decreasing sequence of T, then t = un,, t, is 
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the only possible greatest lower bound of { t,: n E Q). We are also free to use either 6T 
or 2 for the order of a tree T, i.e. s &- t if and only ifs 1 t. 
By an oi-tree we mean tree of height wi and cardinality oi. Notice that our 
definition of w,-tree is slightly different from the usual definition by not requiring 
every level to be countable. An w,-tree T is called a Kurepa tree if every level of T is 
countable and Thas more than wi branches. An oi-tree Tis called a Jech-Kunen tree 
if T has K branches for some IC strictly between o1 and 2’“‘. We call a Kurepa tree thick 
if it has 2’“’ branches. Obviously, a Kurepa non-JechhKunen tree must be thick, and 
a Jech-Kunen tree with every level countable is a Kurepa tree. 
While Kurepa trees are better studied, JechhKunen trees are relatively less popular. 
It is Kunen [7,8], who brought Jech-Kunen trees to people’s attention by proving 
that: under CH and 2’“’ > w2, the existence of a compact Hausdorff space with weight 
wi and cardinality strictly between o1 and 2’“’ is equivalent to the existence of 
a Jech-Kunen tree. it is also easy to observe that: under CH and 2’“’ > w2, the 
existence of a (Dedekind) complete dense linear order with density wi and cardinality 
strictly between wi and 2”” 1s also equivalent to the existence of a Jech-Kunen tree. 
Above results are interesting because those compact Hausdorff spaces and complete 
dense linear orders cannot exist if we replace oi by w, while the existence of 
a Jech-Kunen tree is undecidable. In this paper we would like to consider 
Jech-Kunen trees only under CH and 2’“’ > w2. 
The consistency of a JechhKunen tree was given in [2], in which Jech constructed 
a generic Kurepa tree with less than 2”’ branches in a model of CH and 2”” > 02. By 
assuming the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal, Kunen proved the consistency of 
nonexistence of Jech-Kunen trees with CH and 2”” > o2 (see [7, Theorem 4.81). In 
Kunen’s model there are also no Kurepa trees. Kunen proved (see [7, Theorem 4.101) 
also that the assumption of an inaccessible cardinal above is necessary. The differences 
between Kurepa trees and Jech-Kunen trees in terms of the existence have been 
studied in [4-6,10,11]. It was proved that the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal 
implies (1) it is consistent with CH and 2’“’ > o2 that there exist Kurepa trees but 
there are no Jech-Kunen trees [lo], (2) it is consistent with CH and 2”” > o2 that 
there exist JechhKunen trees but there are no Kurepa trees [ll]. 
What could we say without the presence of large cardinals? Instead of killing all 
Kurepa trees, which needs an inaccessible cardinal, while keeping some Jech-Kunen 
trees alive, or killing all Jech-Kunen trees, which needs again an inaccessible cardinal, 
while keeping some Kurepa trees alive, we can kill all Kurepa subtrees of 
a Jech-Kunen tree or kill all Jech-Kunen subtrees of a Kurepa tree without using 
large cardinals. Let’s call a Kurepa tree T essential if T has no JechhKunen subtrees, 
and call a Jech-Kunen tree T essential if T has no Kurepa subtrees. In [4], the first 
author proved that it is consistent with CH and 2”” > w2, together with Generalized 
Martin’s Axiom and the existence of a thick Kurepa tree, that no essential Kurepa 
trees and no essential Jech-Kunen trees. We required the presence of thick Kurepa 
trees in the model in order to avoid triviality. In [6], the first author proved that it is 
consistent with CH and 2’“’ > o2 that there exist both essential Kurepa trees and 
essential Jech-Kunen trees. A weak version of this result was proved in [4] with help 
of an inaccessible cardinal. This paper could be considered as a continuation of the 
research done in [446,10,1 I]. 
In Section 1, we prove that it is consistent with CH and 2”” > ~1)~ that there exist 
essential Kurepa trees but there are no essential JechhKunen trees. In Section 2, we 
prove that it is consistent with CH and 2”” > ~1)~ plus the existence of a thick Kurepa 
tree that there exist essential JechhKunen trees but there are no essential Kurepa 
trees. In Section 3, we simplify the proofs of two old results by using the forcing notion 
for producing a generic essential JechhKunen tree defined in Section 2. 
We write ir in the ground model for a name of an element u in the forcing extension. 
If a is in the ground model, we usually write a itself as a canonical name of a. The rest 
of the notation will be consistent with [9] or [3]. 
1. Yes essential Kurepa trees, no essential Jech-Kunen trees 
In this section we are going to construct a model of CH and 2”” > trj2 in which there 
exist essential Kurepa trees and there are no essential JechhKunen trees. Our strategy 
to do this can be described as follows: first, we take a model of CH and 2’“’ > mz plus 
GMA (Generalized Martin’s Axiom) as our ground model, so that in the ground 
model there are no essential JechhKunen trees, then, we add a generic Kurepa tree 
which has no Jech-Kunen subtrees. The hard part is to prove that the forcing adds no 
essential Jech-Kunen trees. 
Let P be a poset. A subset S of P is called linkrd if any two elements in S are 
compatible in P. A poset P is called to,-linked if P is the union of (~)r linked subsets of 
P. A subset S of P is called centered if every finite subset of S has a lower bound in P. 
A poset P is called countahly compact if every countable centered subset of P has 
a lower bound in P. Now GMA is the following statement: 
Suppose P is an tui-linked and countably compact poset. For any x < 2”“, if 
9 = (DZ: r < ti) is a collection of K dense subsets of P, then there exists a filter 
G of IP such that GnD, #@for all a < X. 
We choose the form of GMA from [l], where a model of CH and 2”” > Q~ plus 
GMA can be found. 
Let I be any index set. We write od, for a poset such that p is a condition in K, iff 
p = (A,, lP) where A,, is a countable subtree of ((I);“‘, 2) of height #x,, + 1 and I, is 
a function from a countable subset of I into (A,),,,, the top level of A,,. For any p, 
q E K,, define p < q iff 
(l)A,tq,+ 1 =A,, 
(2) domll,,) 2 dom(l,), 
(3) Pf’i Edom(~q)NhA<) 5 I,). 
It is easy to see that odl is countably closed (or o,-closed). If CH holds, then R6, is 
to,-linked. Let M be a model of CH and odl E M. Suppose that G is a Od,-generic filter 
over M and let Ta = UpEG A,. Then in M[G], the tree T, is an u,-tree with every 
level countable and Ta has exactly 111 branches. Furthermore, if for every i EZ let 
B(i) = U {l,(i): p EG and i Edom(l,)), 
then B(i) # B(i’) for any i, i’ E I and i # i’, and {B(i): i ~1) is the set of all branches of 
TG in M[G]. Hence if 111 > cur, then Ta will be Kurepa tree with 111 branches in 
M[G]. K, is the poset used in [2] for creating a generic Kurepa tree. All those facts 
above can also be found in [2] or [12]. 
For convenience we sometimes view DbI as an iterated forcing notion 
for any I’ s I, where G,. is a Db,,-generic filter over the ground model and 
Fn(l\Z’, To,, wl), in M[G,,], is the set of all functions from some countable subset of 
I\I’ to Tc, with the order defined by letting p d q iff dam(q) _c dam(p) and for any 
i~dom(q), p(i) < q(i). The poset Fn( J, To, ol) is in fact the countable support 
product of I J I-copies of T,. We say two posets P and Q are forcing equivalent if there 
is a poset R such that R can be densely embedded into both P and Q. The posets 
06, and K,, * Fn(I\I’, Tb, , cul) are forcing equivalent because the map 
F:Od,~Db,,*Fn(l\l’, Tc,,o,) 
such that for every p E K,, 
F(P) = ((A,, 1, t I’)> 1, r 1 \I’) 
is a dense embedding. 
Lemma 1 (Kunen). Let M he a model of CH. Suppose that /1 > w2 is a cardinal in 
M and K2 E M. Suppose GA is a K,.-genericjlter oper M and To4 = UPEGi A,. Then in 
M [GJ the tree T,, is a Kurepa tree with 1. branches and Ta, has no subtrees with 
K branches,for any K strictly between w1 and i. 
Proof. Assume that T is a subtree of Ta, with more than wr branches in M[G;]. We 
want to show that T has ,I branches in M [ G,]. Since 1 TI = w1 and o61 has wz-c.c., then 
there exists a subset I c i. in M with cardinality d or such that TE M[G,], where 
G, = (p EG: dom(I,) c I}. 
Notice that To, = To, (in fact TG = To@). Since in M[G,] the tree To, has only II] 
branches, then the tree T can have at most ur branches in M [G,]. Let B be a branch 
of Tin M [G;] which is not in M [G,]. Since IBI = wr, there exists a subset J of i\l 
with cardinality < tr), such that B E M [Gil [HJ], where HJ is a Fn( .I, To,, wr)-generic 
filter over M [G,]. Now n\l can be partitioned into i-many subsets of cardinality o1 
and for every subset J’ c ,I\(1 u J) of cardinality err the poset PJ = Fn(J, Ta,, ol) is 
isomorphic to the poset PJP = Fn(J’, Ta,, 0,) through an obvious isomorphism TC in- 
duced by a bijection between J and J’. Let B be a PJ-name for B. Then z,(B) is 
a PJ.-name for a new branch of T. Forcing with PJ x PJs will create two different 
branches BH, and (TI,( j)),,, . Henceforcing with Fn(i.\l, To,, ol) will produce at least 
i, new branches of T. 0 
Next lemma is a simple fact which will be used later. 
Lemma 2. Suppose P is an tuI-closed poser of’cardinality to, (hence CH must hold). 
Then the tree (to;“” , 2) can he densely embedded into P. 
Proof Folklore. q 
Lemma 3. Let M be a model of CH and 2’“’ > o2 plus GMA and let 
p = (w;“” , 2) EM. Suppose G is a P-generic jilter over M. Then in M [G] every 
Jech-Kunen tree has a Kurepa subtree. 
Proof. Let T be a JechhKunen tree M[G] with 6 branches for u1 < 6 < E, = 2”“. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that there is a regular cardinal K such that 
or < K < 6 and for every t E T there are at least K branches of T passing through t in 
M [G]. Again in M [G] let f: KHB( T) be a one to one function such that for every 
t E T and for every x < K there exists an p E k\c( such that t of. Without loss of 
generality let us assume that 
1, It (fis a Jech-Kunen tree andf:tiH%?I(p) 
is a one to one function such that (Vt E ‘i)(Vx E ti)(3fi E ti\~)(t l ,f(b))). 
We want now to construct a poset R in M such that a filter H of R obtained by 
applying GMA in M will give us a P-name for a Kurepa subtree of Tin M [G]. 
Let r be a condition of R iff r = (I,, P,, d,., 9,) where I, is a countable subtree of 
(0:“” , z), P, = (p:: f EZ,), &r = (A:: f EL,) and Y, = (SF: t ~1,) such that 
(1) P, G P and for every r E I, the element A: is a nonempty countable subtree of 
(O;f’i’ , 2) of height r: + 1 (we will use some A;‘s to generate a Kurepa subtree of T) 
and SF is a nonempty countable subset of ti, 
(2) (Vs, t EI,)(s E t ++ p: d pi) (this implies that s and t are incompatible iff pi and 
p: are incompatible for all s, t ~1, because I? is a tree), 
(3) (V’s, t EI,)(s E t + A; rht(A;) = A:), 
(4) (t/s, t EI,)(S c t + s; E SF), 
(5) (Vt EI,)(p: It A: E T), 
(6) (Vt EI,)(V~Z ES:)(3a E(A&)(P: It- a Ed). 
The order of R: for any r, r’ E R, let r d r’ iff I,. E I, and for every t EZ,, 
Claim 3.1. The poset R is w,-linked. 
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Proof of Claim 3.1. Let r, r’ E R such that I, = I,,, P, = P,, and dr = G$. Then the 
condition r” E R such that 
I,,, = I,, Pa,., = IPI, .ti,.,, = x/, and Y,, = (ST u SF’ : t E I,.-) 
is a common lower bound of both r and r’. Since there are only cur different 
(I,, P,, x/r)‘s and for each fixed (I,,, P,,, J&,,) the set 
{r E R: (I,, p,, 4) = <I,,, P,,, &,>1 
is linked, then R is the union of cur linked subsets of R. 0 
Claim 3.2. The posrt R is countably compuct. 
Proof of Claim 3.2. Suppose that R’ is a countable centered subset of R. Notice that 
for any finite iwb s R’ and for any t E n{lr: r E iwb} all p!‘s are same and all Ai are 
same for r E iwb because lRb has a common lower bound in R. We now want to 
construct a condition r~ R such that r is a common lower bound of R’. Let 
(1) L = Ur.&J. 
(2) PF = (p:: t E Ii) where p: = p: for some r E R’ such that t E I,, 
(3) &f = (A:: t E Ii) where A: = A; for some r E R’ such that t E I,, 
(4) Y,- = (SF: t~1~) where S;= UsLfSS and S, = u{Si: (r ER’)(s ~1,)). 
Notice that form the argument above all pr’s, A;‘s and $s are well-defined. We need 
to show ? E R. It is obvious that r is a common lower bound of all elements in R’ if 
rER. 
It is easy to see that rsatisfies (1) (2), (3) (4) and (5) in the definition of a condition in 
17%. Let’s check (6). 
Suppose t E I, and x E SF. We want to show that there exists an a E (A:),: such that 
pr Ik a Ed. Let r E R’ be such that t E I,., let r’ E R’ and s E I,, be such that s G t and 
s( E Si’. Since r and r’ are compatible, then there exists an r” E R such that r” < r and 
r” < r’. By the facts that 
i I” 
Pt = P; = Pt ? ,Lg = A; = A:, s; s s.;” G s; 
and r” E R we have now that there exists an u E(A:),; such that pi It a Ed. 0 
Next we are going to apply GMA in M to the poset R to construct a P-name for 
a Kurepa subtree in M[G]. 
For each t E co;“’ define 
D, = jrEiW: tEI,). 
For each p E p define 
E,={r~R:(3t~I,)(p:<p)}. 
For each CY < w1 define 
F, = (reR: (VSE~,)(~~E~,)(.SS t and ht(A:) >(x)}. 
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For each x < K define 
0, = {PER: (Vs~1,)(3t~l,)(s C t and [r, ~)nSr #@)I 
Claim 3.3. All those D,, E,, F, and 0,‘s are dense in R. 
Proof of Claim 3.3. Let r0 be an arbitrary element in R. 
We show first that for every r EU;“” the set D, is dense in R, i.e. there is an r ED, 
such that Y < ro. It’s done if t E I,,,. Let’s assume that t #I,,. Let 
to = lJ{s El& s c_ t). 
Case 1: to EI,,. Find a sequence {ps: to c s G t) in P such that pro = pr,” and 
(Vs, s’)(t, G s G s’ G t ++ /Is, < p,). 
The sequence {ps: to s s G tj exists because P is cur-closed. Let 
I,=I,,,u(s:toCs~t}. 
For any s E I,, if s E I,,, then let 
10 P: = Ps 3 A:=Ap and Si=S:O. 
Otherwise let 
P: = PS> Ai = A:,U and S: = SF;. 
It is easy to see that r ED, and r < ro. 
Case 2: to@,,, i.e. I,,, has no least element which is above t. 
Let 
1,=1,,u(s:t,~.~ct}. 
Again by tar-closedness we can find 
{ps: to c s G t) G P 
such that pt, is a lower bound of 
{pi”: s G to and s EZ,.,) 
and 




S,” = U{SP: SE&, and SG to). 
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If the height of A& is a successor ordinal, then let A,, = A;,. If the height of Ai,, is 
a limit ordinal, then we have to add one more level to A:,, . For any ,4 ES,, let s’ G to 
and s’ E 5, be such that fi ES;?. Then for any s E I,, such that s’ z s c to there exists an 
a,.B E(@),: such that p:” 11 qp ~f(f(lj). Now let 
ap = u (as,p: s’ G s c to and s EZ,,,] 
and let 
4, = 4, u {aa: B ES,,) 
It is easy to see that 
(1) the height of A,, is a successor ordinal. 
(2) for every s E to the tree A,, is an end-extension of A:“, i.e. 
A,, 1 ht( A:) = A’,“, 
(3) for every p ES,, there exists an aP in the top level of A,, such that ptO IF ag of. 
Now for every s EZ,, if r EZ,.~,, then let 
PI = P:“, A:=AF and S:=S:O. 
Otherwise let 
Pi = Ps, A: = A,, and S: = S,, . 
It is easy to see that r ED, and r < ro. 
We show now that for every p E P the set E, is dense in R. We want to find an r E E, 
such that r < ro. If there exists an t ~~~~ such that p:” < p, then r. E E,. 
Let us assume that for every t E I,, p:” fi p. Let 
tO=(J{tEzra:pdp:O}. 
Case 1: to eZlo. Let t’ = to *(O), i.e. t’ is a successor of to. It is clear that t’$Z,,. Let 
Z,=Z,,u{t’}. Forevery tEZ,,ift=t’, thenlet 
Pi = P, A: = Ai,” and S: = S:;. 
Otherwise let 
P: = P:“, Ai=Af” and S:=Sy. 
Then we have r E E, and r < ro. 
Case 2: tO#Zro. Let I, = I,, u {to}. We construct S,,, A;, and then A,,, exactly same 
as we did in the proof of Case 2 about the denseness of the set D,. For every t E I,, if 
t = t,,, then let 
P; = PT A; = A,, and S; = S,, . 
Otherwise let 
p: = Pi”, AF=A:” and S:=Sy. 
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Now r E EP and r d r,,. Notice also that E,, is open, i.e. 
(VP’, p” E p)(p’ < p”/,p” E E, + p’ E E,,). 
We show next that for every a E co, the set F, is dense in R. We need to find an r E F, 
such that r < ro. 
Let I, 2 I,, be such that I, is a countable subtree of o;w’, Z,\I,, is an antichain and 
for every s E I,, there is a t E I,\I,, such that s G t. For every t E I,\l,, let pt E P be such 




If &(A;) is a successor ordinal, then let A, = AI. Otherwise let 
A, = A;ujap: /YES;) 
where 
up = u {a E A;: pt I’r a E&B)}. 
Since SF is countable and P is o,-closed, then there exists a p: < p, such that for every 
fi ES: there exists an a ~~05; such that p; It a l ,f(fl). Let 
A;= A,u{uEw,-: (3p~S;)(p; IF a~f(lj))). 
Then ht(AL) 3 r is a successor ordinal and for every p E SL there exists an a in the top 
level of A: such that p: I!- a ~.f(/?). For every t EI,\I,, we have already defined pi, 
A: and SF. If t Al,.,,, then let 
P: = P:“, A; = A:” and S’ = S’“. f f 
Hence r EF, and r < ro. 
We show next the 0, for every c( < ti is dense in R, i.e, finding an r ~0, such that 
r < ro. 
By imitating the proof of the denseness of F, we can find an r’ d r. such that I,, \ I,, 
is an antichain and for every s E I,, there exists an t E I,,\I,,, such that s c t. For every 
t E I,.\l,, fix a f which is an successor of t (for example f = t*(O)). Let 
I,=Z,,u{f: tEI,,\I*“). 
For every t ~1,~ let 
p: = p:‘, A; = A;’ and S: = S:’ . 
For every fwith t EZ,,\I~,, we want to construct p;, A; and ST. If there is a fi E SF’ which 
is greater than X, then let pr be any proper extension ofp:, let A; = A:’ and let SF = SF’. 
Otherwise, first, pick an a in the top level of A:‘, then choose a /I E K\X and a p d p:’ 
such that p IF a of. This can be done because 
lp II- (vt E ?-)(b EK)(jfl EK\tl)(t Ej’(p)) 
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is true in M. Now let 
pf = p, A; = A;’ and S; = Si’u (a}. 
It is easy to see that r ~0, and r < ro. q 
By applying GMA in M we can find an R-filter H such that H n D, # 0 H n F, # @ 
andHnE,nO,,#~foreachtEtr);‘“‘,eachccEW1,eachpEPandeacha’Ek.. 
Since D, is dense for every t E to; ““, then 
I, = U{1*: r EH) = o;“” 
Let 
PH= u{Pr: r EHj 
and let 
JZZ~ = u{&‘,.: r EH). 
Notice that for any r, r’ E H and for any t E I, n I,., we have p: = pr’ and AT = A!’ 
because r and r’ are compatible. So now for every t E IH we can define pr = p: for some 
r E H and define A, = A; for some r E H. It is clear that the map tHpI is an isomor- 
phism between I, and PH, i.e. for any s, t E I, we have s z t iff pI < ps. It is also clear 
that the map t-A, is a homomorphism from I, to dH, i.e. for any s, t EI[, we have 
s z t implies A, 1 ht(A,) = A,. 
Claim 3.4. For each t EZ~ the set {pr-(:): ;J E o1 } is a maximal antichain belokv pt in P. 
Proof of Claim 3.4. Let y and 7 be two ordinals in pi. Since 1, = o;“” and H is 
a filter, there exists an r E H such that t-(y), t^(y’) ~1,. Hence P:-~~, and PT.<;.) are 
incompatible. So {pr-c7,: y E w1 ) is an antichain. 
Suppose that p E P and p < pt such that p is incompatible with any of P,-~~)‘s. Let 
r E H n E,. Then there is an s E I, such that ps = pi < p. Since ps E LPI,, then ps < pt 
implies t 5 s. Hence there exists an ?/ ECX~ such that t*(y) E s. This means that 
ps < P~-~;), i.e. p and p,-(;) are compatible, a contradiction. 0 
We now work in M[G]. Since G is a P-generic filter over M, then PH n G is 
a linearly ordered subset of PH. Let TG = u (A,: pt E G}. 
Claim 3.5. Tc is a Kurepa subtree of T in M[G]. 
Proof of Claim 3.5. Since for every pr E G we have pt It A, L F, it is clear that Tc G T 
in M [Cl. For any ps, pt E G we have pt < ps implies s s t which implies 
A, 1 ht(A,J = A,. Hence TG is an end-extension of A, for every pt E G. This implies that 
every level of T, is a level of some A,, hence is countable. 
We want to show now that Tc has at least K branches. Suppose / 93( Tc) 1 < K. Then 
there exists an CI E K such that for every p E K\X the function valuef(p) is not a branch 
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of T,. So there is a p E PH and there is an 2 E K such that 
p 11 (VP EK\cI)(~((B) is not a branch of T,). 
On the other hand, since H n E, n 0, # 0, then there exists an r E H n 0, n E,. In 
M let s E I, be such that ps < p and there is a p ES: such that p > c(. Then for every 
t E I,, s c t, there is an t’ E I,, t s t’, such that 
Pt, 11 a Ef(B) 
for some a E(A,,)~~(~,). This shows that 
ps 11 f(b) is a branch of Td, 
which contradicts ps 6 p and 
p It (VP ~rc\a)(,f(/I) is not a branch of Te). 
Hence T, has at least K branches in M [Cl. 0 
Now we conclude that M[G] 1 T has a Kurepa subtree TG, which proves 
Lemma 3. q 
Theorem 4. It is consistent with CH and 2”’ > o2 that there exist essential Kurepa 
trees and there are no essential Jech-Kunen trees. 
Proof. Let M be a model of CH and 2”’ = 3, > wz plus GMA. Let 06A EM. Suppose 
Gn is a hi-generic filter over M. We are going to show that M[Gi] is a model of CH 
and 2”’ > w2 in which there exist essential Kurepa trees and there are no essential 
Jech-Kunen trees. 
It is easy to see that M [G,] satisfies CH and 2”’ > w2. Lemma 1 implies that there 
exist essential Kurepa trees. We need only to show that in M[G,] there are no 
essential JechhKunen trees. 
Assume T is a Jech-Kunen tree in M [GA]. We need to show that T has a Kurepa 
subtree M [GA]. Since 1 TI = ol, then there is an I c A of cardinality o1 in M such that 
TE M[G,], where 
GI = {PEGS: dom(1,) s I$. 
We claim that 
@(T)n M[G,] L M[G,]. 
If the claim is true, then T is a Jech-Kunen tree in M[G,]. Suppose that 
BE.C#(T)~(M[G~]\M[G,]). Then there is a J c i_\l such that BEM[G~][H_,] 
where HJ is a Fn(J, TG,, or)-generic filter over M [G,]. Let fi be a Fn(J, TG,, ml)- 
name for B. For any J’ c A\(Z LJ J) such that 1 J’J = 1 Jj there is an isomorphism rc from 
Fn(J, T,,, ol) to Fn(J’, T,,, ml) induced by a bijection between J and J’. Since in 
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M[G,], the branches (@Hr and (race,. are different, then T has at least 2 branches. 
This contradicts that T is a Jech-Kunen tree. Let T have 6 branches in M [G,]. Since 
odl has cardinality wi and is wi-closed, then it contains a dense subset which is 
isomorphic to P = (o;“l , 2) in M. Hence there is a P-generic filter G over M such 
that M[G] = MIGI]. By Lemma 3, the tree T has a Kurepa subtree in M[G]. 
Obviously, the Kurepa subtree is still a Kurepa subtree in M[GJ, so T is not an 
essential Jech-Kunen tree in M[GJ. 0 
2. Yes essential Jech-Kunen trees, no essential Kurepa trees 
In this section we will construct a model of CH and 2”’ > o2 plus the existence of 
a thick Kurepa tree, in which there are essential Jech-Kunen trees and there are no 
essential Kurepa trees. The arguments in this section are a sort of “symmetric” to the 
arguments in the last section. 
We first take a model M of CH and 2”’ = i > o2 plus a thick Kurepa tree, where 
A<* = i in M, as our ground model. We then extend M to a model M[G] of CH and 
2”’ = A > w2 plus GMA by a %-stage iterated forcing (see [l] for the model and 
forcing). It has been proved in [4] that in M [G] there are neither essential 
Jech-Kunen trees nor essential Kurepa trees. Instead of taking a model of GMA as 
our ground model as we did in Section 1, we consider this A-stage iterated forcing as 
a part of our construction because it will be needed later (see also [4], TheoremSI). 
Next we force with an w,-closed poset J,,, in M [G] to create a generic essential 
Jech-Kunen tree, where S is a stationaryycostationary subset of wi . Again, the hard 
part is to prove that forcing with J s, K over M [ G] will not create any essential Kurepa 
trees. 
Recall that for T, a tree, m(T) denotes the set 
{t E T: (Vs E T)( S&f --+ s=t)}. 
Let I be any index set and let S be a subset of wi. We define a poset 5s,, such that p is 
a condition in ,II,,, iff p = (A,, la) where 
(1) A, is a countable subtree of o;~‘, 
(2) lP is a function from some countable subset of I to m(A,). 
For any p, q l Js,! define p < q iff 
(1) A, c A,, 
(2) for every t EA,\A, either there is an s urn such that s c t or that SI < ht(A,) 
and LX ES is a limit ordinal imply 
E # u (ht(s): s EA, and s c t}. 
(3) dom(l,) z dom(l,) and (Vcr ~dom(l,))(I,(a) c l,(a)) 
Lemma 5 (CH). ,11,,1 is wl-closed and wl-linked. 
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Proof. We show first that Js,, is to,-linked. For any p, q EJ~,,, if A, = A,, then the 
condition (A,, 1,~ i4) is a common extension of p and q. Because there are only O, 
different countable subtrees of (u1<“l, it is clear that Js,, is the union of (0, linked sets. 
We now show that Js,r is w,-closed. Let (p,: n E W} be a decreasing sequence in 
Js,,. Let A = U,,_,)A~. and let D = ~nE~Odom(I,,,). For each i ED let 
I(i) = U{l,,,(i): II EOJ and i ~dom(lJ\i. 
Define a condition p E J,, , such that 
A, = A u {l(i): i ED} and I,, = 1. 
We claim that p is a lower bound of the sequence (p,: n ECU}. It suffices to show that 
for any n and for any t E A,\, APn either there exists an s E m( A,,) such that s z t or that 
r < kt(A,,,) and x ES is a limit ordinal imply 
M # U(kt(s): SEA,” and s s tj. 
If t E A, then there is an k > n such that t E A,,. Hence either there is an s E m( APn) such 
that s E t or that x < ht(A,,,) and C(ES is a limit ordinal imply 
E # U{kt(s): SEA,,,, and SC tj 
because pk < p,,. If t = l(i) for some i E D, then, by assuming (Ipn: n EW) is not 
eventually constant, there is a k > II and there is a t’ EA,,\A,_ such that t’ G t. Hence 
either there is an s E m(A,J such that s c t’ E t or that c( < kt(A,,) and c( ES is a limit 
ordinal imply 
x # IJ { kt(s): s E A,” and s c: t’] 
because pk < p,,. 0 
Remark. Again, we may consider the poset J,., as a two-step iterated forcing 
J S.1’ * Fn(l\I’, Te,, CO,), where I’ is a subset of 1, T,, = U [A,: p EC,,) for a generic 
filter G,, of Js.r, and Fn(l\Z’, Tb, , ol) is a countable support product of 1 I\I’ I-copies 
of T(;, The map 
p = (A,, &JH((Ap, 1, t I’), 1, t J\U 
is a dense embedding from Js,r to Js,,, * Fn(l\l’, Tb,, co,). 
We now define S-completeness of a tree T. Let x be a limit ordinal and let T be a tree 
with kt( T) = a. Let S be a subset of 3. Then T is called S-complete if for every limit 
ordinal fl ES and every B E%?( T t/3) the union UB E T,, i.e. every strictly decreasing 
sequence of T has a greatest lower bound h in T if kt(h) ES. 
Lemma 6. Let M he a model ?j’CH and let Js,, E M where S c CO, and I is an index set 
in M. Suppose G is a Js,,-generic jilter over M. Then the tree Ta = UpsGAP is 
(co1 \S)-complete in A4 [ G]. 
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Proof. Let CI E o1 \S be a limit ordina! and let B be a branch of To r a. We need to show 
that t = UB E To. The set B is in M because Js,, is ui-closed and B is countable. Let 
pO E G be such that B c A,. It is clear that 
Let 
Then Ds is dense below pO because for any p < p. the element p’ = (A, u { UB}, 1,) is 
a condition in Js,, and p’ d p (here we use the fact that c( E w1 \S). Since p. E G, then 
thereisapEGnDg.Hencet=UBETc. 17 
Lemma 7. Let M be a model of CH. In M let U be a stationary subset of w, , let T be an 
WI-tree which is U-complete and let I be any index set. Let K EM be any co,-tree such 
that every level of K is countable. Suppose P = Fn(l, T, wl) EM and G is a P-generic 
jilter over M. Then 
g(K)n M[G] G M, 
i.e. the forcing adds no new branches of K. 
Proof. Suppose that B is a branch of K in M [G] \ M. Without loss of generality, let us 
assume that 
iP IF BE(~I(K)\M). 
By a standard argument (see [9, p. 2591) the statements 
(Vp EPJ)(VC( ew1)(3t E00;)(3p’ < p)(p’ IF t EB) 
and 
(Vp EP)(VX Efq)(V’t Ew:)(p II- t EB) --) (V’B Eo,\c!)(3y ECq\P) 
(3tjEWYl)(tO # tl)(jpj d p)(pj 11 tj EB)) 
for j = 0, 1, are true in M. 
Let’s work in M. Let 0 be a large enough cardinal and let N be a countable 
elementary submodel of (H(8), E) such that K, P, fi EN. Let 6 = N n w1 E U (such 
N exists because U is stationary). In M we choose an increasing sequence of ordinals 
(6,: n EW} such that u,,,, 6, = 6. Again in M we construct a set 
{ps: SE~<~} E P nN 
and a set 
{ts: SE~<~} c KnN 
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such that 
(1) (t/s, s’ E2co)(s c s’ t* j&s d ps ++ t,, < t,), 
(2) (t/s E2<W)(p, II- t, EB), 
(3) W) 3 h,,,, 
(4) (vi Edom(p,))(W,(i)) 3 d,.,,), 
where 1st means the length of the finite sequence s. 
Let p0 = 1, and let t0 = 0, the root of K. Assume that we have found {ps: s ~2 “> 
and (t,: s E 2 <“} which satisfy (l), (2) (3) and (4) relative to 2 <“. Pick any s E 2”. Since 
the sentence 
(VpE~)(V’CIEwl)(VtEOal)(p 1~ tub ~ (VPE01\C()(3yEol\P)(3tjEw‘:) 
(tO f tl)(3Pj G P)(Pj It tj EB)) 
for j = 0, 1, is true in M, then it is true in N. Since ps, t, EN, then in N there exist 
p”, p1 6 ps and there exist to. t’ E co{, to # t’, for some 7 E S\S,,, + , such that 
p’ It GEB 
for j = 0,l. Again in N we can extend p” and p1 to paaCo) and ps-(,, respectively so that 
(vi Edom(p.,-(i)))(ht(ps-(j~(i)) B S,.s,+l) 
forj = 0, 1. Since T is U-complete and for everyf E 2”, for every i E 
have 
U{ht(p ,,,, (i)): nEco and iEdom(p,,,,)) = 6cU, 
then the condition pf such that dom(pf) = u,,,dom(p,,,I) and 
pf(i) = U{p,,,(i): new and iEdom(pf)} 
for every i Edom(pf) is a lower bound of {pfln: n EW} in P. Here we use the fact that 
T is U-complete so that pf(i) E T for every i Edom(p/). Let tf = unswtf,,,. Then 
ht(t,) = 6. Since 
Pf IF t,,,,E@ 
for every n EU, then 
pf It t+kK,. 
It is easy to see that iff,f’ ~2~ are different, then tf and t,-. are different. Hence K, is 
uncountable, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 8. Let M be a model of CH and 2”’ = 2 > w2 and let cOs+ EM where K is 
a cardinal in M such that w1 < K < 2 and S is a stationary subset of ol. Suppose that 
G is a Js,.-genericfilter over M. Then in M [G] the tree TG = UpsCAP is an essential 
Jech-Kunen tree with K branches. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that TG is an wi tree. We will divide the lemma into two claims. 
Claim 8.1. For every 5 E K let 
B(r)= U{/,(r): LEG and <~dom(l,)}. 
Then 
B(T,) = {B(t): S’EK) 
and for any two different < and 5’ in K the branches B(t) and B(Lf’) are difSerent. 
Proof of Claim 8.1. Since in M, for every c E K and for every c? E w1 the set 
D,., = {p EJI~,~: 5 Edom(l,) and hr(l,(t)) > u) 
is dense in JI~,~, then B(r) is a branch of T,. For any two different [, [’ E K the set 
D :,5’ = {P E&C 5, i” Edom(l,) and l,(4) # I,(C)] 
is also dense in JI~,~. So the branches B(t) and B(t’) are different. 
We now want to show that all branches of T, in M[G] are exactly those B(<)‘s. 
Suppose that in M[G] the tree T, has a branch B which is not in the set 
(B(t): <EK]. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that 
1 J,. lt B&@(T6)\{@5): 4 EKj). 
Work in M. Let 8 be a large enough cardinal and let N be an elementary submodel 
of (H(8), E) such that K, S, & 93 = {B(t): t EK}, cOs+ EN and if p EN nJ,,., then 
dom(1,) E N. Let 6 = N n o, E S. In M we choose an increasing sequence of countable 
ordinals (6,: n ECU] such that 6 = IJ,,,, 6. We now want to find a decreasing sequence 
f ,pn: n ECU) c J,,, n N such that pO = l,,,& and for each n ECU 
(1) (v’4 Edom(l,“))(3tEA,,+,)(~~+~ 11 ~E@S)\@, 
(2) (3t E‘%,+l \A,)(ht(t) 3 ht(A,) and ~,,+i IF t ~8, 
(3) ht(A,,J 3 8,. 
Assume we have found { pO, pi, . . . . p,}. We now work in N. Let 
dom(l,) = { ck: k ECO] 
which is an enumeration in N. Choose qO = p. > q1 > ... such that for every k EU~ 
there is a t E& such that 
qk It tEB(&)\B. 
Assume, in N, that we have found {qO, ql, . . . ,qk}. Since the sentence 
qk 11 (It E Td(t E &tk)\@ 
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is true in N (because it is true in H(O) and & EN), then there is a t E c.o;~’ n N = ~3’~ 
and there is a q’ < qk such that 
q’ Ik (t E Tg and t E B(&)\B) .
Since 
q’ It A,, G Td, 
then there is a qk+, < q’ such that t E AQktl. Since N b “J,,. is o,-closed” and 
{qk: k EO} is constructed in N, then there is a q EJI~,~ in N such that q is a lower 
bound of {qk: k EWE). Let Q = max(ht(A,), 8,+i}. Notice that x ~6 because p,, EN. 
Since in N 
q IF 8 is a branch of Tc, 
then 
4 11 (~r~G)a+i)(r~@. 
Hence there is a 4 < q and there is a t E w;’ ’ n N such that 
_~~~ 
q It teB. 
We can also assume that t E A,. 
We now go back to M and let pn+ 1 = 4. This finishes the construction of 
{pn: n EW}. 
Let p eJs+ be such that 
dom(4.i = /J nom(I,,>), 
“EW 
for every 5 E dom(l,) 
1,(C) = a< = U{l,,(t): n EW and 5 ~dom(l,,,)} 
and 
A, = ( tj Apn) u {a<: 5 EdoN,)}. 
“EO 
By the construction of p,,‘s we have 
U{ht(t): rEApand p It- tub} = 6~s. 
Pick any t E A,. If t # a< for any 5 ~dom(/,), then we can find a y E w, such that 
t*(y)$A,. Extend t*(y) to few!. Define @ such that 
A,=A,u{u:tc_u~f} 
and l# = I,. If t = ac for some 4 ~dom(l,), then simply extend t to b, EWE (if ht(a& = 6, 
then h, = a&. Define p such that 
A, = A,u {u: t c u G b,} 
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and 
l/i = (1, t dMQ\(5))) u j(E, h,)J 
It is easy to see that p < p and ht(A,) = 6 + 1. Let 
u= U{tEA,:pktEB}. 
It is also easy to see that for any q d p the element a is not in A,. Here we use the fact 
8 ES, 6 is a limit ordinal and ht(A,-) > 6. Hence 
p it Bn T~GB~A,. 
This contradicts that 
p It 8 is a branch of To. 0 
Claim 8.2. To has no Kurepa subtree in M[G]. 
Proof of Claim 8.2. Suppose that To has a Kurepa subtree K in M[G]. Since 
IKl = ~1, then there is an I c IC such that 111 < wi and K EM[G,], where 
G, = {p E G: dom(l,) G Zj 
Notice that GI is a J,,,-generic filter over M. Since JIS,K is forcing equivalent to 
9,,1*Fn(~\I, To,, col) and To, is (w,\S)-complete in M[G,] (notice that S is still 
stationary-costationary), then by Lemma 7, the set of all branches of K in M [Gt] is 
same as the set of all branches of K in M [G]. Hence K is a Kurepa tree in M [ G,]. But 
by Claim 8.1, the tree To = To, has only 111 branches in M[G,] and K is a subtree of 
To. Hence K has at most oi branches in M [G,]. This contradicts that K is a Kurepa 
tree in M[G,]. 0 
Lemma 9. Let M he a model of CH and 2”’ = 3. > ox with AC’ = 3,. In M let 
((P,: M < ;I), (&: c( < 2)) be a A-stage iterated forcing notion used in [I] for a model of 
GMA. Suppose that GA is a PA-genericjlter over M. In M[G,J let P = (w;~‘, 2) and 
let H be a P-generic jilter over M [GJ. Then in M [GJ[H] there are no essential 
Kurepa trees. 
Proof. For any x < i. the poset PA can be factored to P, * P” and GA can also be 
written as G, * G” such that G, is a Pa-generic filter over M and G” is a P-generic filter 
over M CC,]. Suppose T is a Kurepa tree in M [GJ [H] with 1 branches. Without loss 
of generality, let’s assume that for every t E T there are exactly 1 branches of T passing 
through tin M[G,J[H]. In M[GJ[H] letf’: o2 I-+J%( T) be a one to one function 
such that for every t E T and for every E < w2 there exists a /3 E 02\cr such that t cf(/l). 
Notice that w2 here can be replaced by any regular cardinal IC satisfying co2 < K < i. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that 
1, It (?is a Kurepa tree andf:w,H9#(;i‘) 
is a one to one function such that (Vt E Tj(Vcc ecoZ)(3B e&\C()(t ef(j3))). 
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We want now to construct a poset 02’ in M[GA] such that a filter G of IR’ obtained 
by applying a forcing argument similar to GMA in M [GJ will give us a P-name for 
a JechhKunen subtree of Tin M[G,][H]. 
Let r be a condition in R’ iff r = (I,, P,, dr, 9,) where I, is a countable subtree of 
(W;U1 , z), P, = (p:: t E I,), d, = (A!: t E I,) and 9, = (Sr: t E I,) such that 
(1) P, c P, and for every r E I, the element A: is a nonempty countable subtree of 
(O;w’ , 2) of height z(: + 1 (we will use some Ars to generate a Jech-Kunen subtree of 
T) and S: is a nonempty countable subset of co2 (the requirement “SF g w2” makes 58’ 
different from R defined in Lemma 3) 
(2) (Vs, t EI,)(S s t w p: < pi), 
(3) (Vs, t EI,)(s G t -+ A; rht(A:) = A;), 
(4) (Vs, f EI,)(S E t + s: E s:), 
(5) (Vt eI,)(p: It A: E ii-), 
(6) (Vf eZ,)(Vx ES;)@ ~(A;),;)(pr It a E&R)). 
For any r, r’ E R’, let r d r’ iff I,., c I,, and for every t E I,, 
p:’ = p:, A:’ = A; and SF’ ES: 
Claim 9.1. The poset R’ is w,-linked. 
Proof of Claim 9.1. Same as the proof of Claim 3.1. 0 
Claim 9.2. The poset 52’ is countably compact. 
Proof of Claim 9.2. Same as the proof of Claim 3.2. q 
For each t EO~(“’ define 
D, = (rE[W’: tEZ,}. 
For each p E P define 
E, = {r E R’: (3t E i,)(p: d p)} . 
For each CI < or define 
F, = {r E R’: (Vs +z1,)(3t EI,)(ht(AF) > a)}. 
For each c1< w2 define 
0, = (r E R’: (V’s E I,)(3 E I,)(s E t and [CI, 02) n SF # 8)) . 
Claim 9.3. All those D,, E,, F, and On’s are dense in R’. 
Proof of Claim 9.3. Same as the proof of Claim 3.3. 0 
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Note that IR’I = w2. Note also that A4[G,] [H] = M[H] [GA]. By the construction 
of PA there exists an p < 1 such that those dense sets D,, E,, F, and 0, are in M[GB], 
the tree T is in M[G,J[H] or piis in M[G,] and 
lpu It- @J=[w’, 
i.e. R’ is the poset used in /?th step forcing in the A-stage iteration. 
Let U, be a Qp-generic filter over M[GP] such that G,* U, = G,+ 1. 
Since D, is dense for every t EC()~(~I, then 
I”, = (_j{&: r-EUp) = o;wi, 
Let 
PU, = u{PD,: reUp} 
and let 
d”p= U{d,: rdJp}. 
Notice that for any r, r’ E U, and for any t E I, n I,, we have p; = pr’ and A: = A!’ 
because r and r’ are compatible. So now for every t E Iup we can define pt = p: for some 
r E UP and define A, = A: for some r E U,. It is clear that the map tHpt is an 
isomorphism between I”, and P”,, i.e. for any s, t EI”, we have s c t iff pt < ps. It is 
also clear that the map tHAt is a homomorphism from I,# to JZZ’~,, i.e. for any s, t E IUD 
we have s & t implies A, r ht( A,) = A,. 
Claim 9.4. For each t E Ius the set { pt-<;): y EWE} is a maximal antichain below pt in P. 
Proof of Claim 9.4. Same as the proof of Claim 3.4. 0 
The next claim is something different from Lemma 3. Let T, = u { A,: pt EH} 
where H is the P-generic filter over M [GA]. 
Claim 9.5. TH is a Jech-Kunen subtree of T in M [ G,] [H]. 
Proof of Claim 9.5. By the proof of Claim 3.5, it is easy to see that T, is a subtree of 
T with more than oi branches. It suffices to show that TH has exactly w2 branches. 
Suppose that TH has more than w 2 branches. Then there is a branch B in 
M[G,] [H] which is not in the range of the functionf: Without loss of generality, let 
us assume that 
1P 11 (Vcc EOZ)@ #f(a)) 
where B is a P-name for B and let 
Dg = {r E II?: (t/s E 1,)(3t EZ,)(S E t and ht(B n A:) < ht(A:))} . 
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Since M [G,J[H] = M [G,J [H][Ga] and Pp IS w,-closed in M[Gp] [HI, then B is in 
M [ Gp] [H] because any o,-closed forcing will not add any new branches to the 
Kurepa tree T. We assume also that the P-name fi is in M[Gp]. Hence the set Dh is in 
M[GJ. Let 
Subclaim 9.5.1. D6 is dense in R’. 
Proof of Claim 9.5.1. Let r. be any element in R’. It suffices to show that there is an 
element r in DB such that r d rO. Let’s first extend r. to r’ such that for every s eZrO 
there is a r E m( I,,) such that s E t. Let r E m( I,.). For every cx E SF’ let a, E (A:‘),; such 
that p:’ It a, Ed. Since we have 
p:’ It (3u E 7;)(u Ej(ff)\B) 
and P is w,-closed, then there is a U, 2 a, in CO;- 1 for every CI ES:’ and a pt < p:’ such 
that for every c( ES:’ 
pt It U&j(cI)\B. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that there is a y ECO~ such that ht(u,) = y 
and 
pr II @ differs from allf(cr) below y 
for every cx ES:‘. Let 
I, = I,, u { f: f is a successor of t for t E m(1,,)}. 
For every t E I,. let 
P: = p:‘, A; = A:’ and ST = SF’ 
For every f E I,\ I,. let 
P; = Pr, A;=A:‘u(s:scu,forsomecc~S:‘} and S;=S:‘. 
Now it is easy to see that r < r. and r E DB. 0 
Subclaim 9.5.2. Es is dense in Pa,. 
Proof of Subclaim 9.5.2. Let p. E PuO. We need to show that there is a p E pun such that 
p G pO and p E Eg. 
Since pO E pLil, then there is an r E U, such that p. = pi. Since Di is dense and r E U,, 
then there is an r’ < r such that r’ E U, n Db. Since pi = p:’ and r’ ED@, then there is 
a t E I,. such that s c t and 
p:’ It ht(B n A:‘) < id($). 
Hence we have p:’ < p: = p. and p:’ E E@. Cl 
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We prove Claim 9.5 now. Assume B be a branch of T and B is not in the range off: 
We want to show that B is not a branch of TH. Suppose B is a branch of TH. Then there 
is a p E H such that 
p It &S?(Tti). 
Since EB is dense in P, then we can find a pr EEL such that p! < p. Hence we derived 
a contradiction because we have 
p; Il- &9?l(Tti); 
p; It (Tti) 1 a; + 1 = A; 
and 
p; It ht(B n A:) < h&4:). 
Hence in M [GA] [H] the tree TH has w2 branches because a( TH) ~fll13~ (the range 
off). 0 
By Claim 9.5 there are no essential Kurepa trees in M [G,] [H]. This proves 
Lemma 9. 0 
Theorem 10. It is consistent with CH and 2”’ > o2 plus the existence of a thick Kurepa 
tree that there exist essential Jech-Kunen trees and there are no essential Kurepa trees. 
Proof. Let M be a model of CH and 2”’ = 1 > o2 such that in M, A<’ = 1 and there 
is a thick Kurepa tree. Such model exists by Lemma 1. In M let 
((P,: a d A), (u&: s( < i)) 
be the E,-stage iterated forcing notion used in [l] for a model of GMA. Suppose GA is 
a PA-generic filter over M. Then 
M[Gn] It- CH + 2”’ = 1 > w2 + GMA. 
In M [GA] let IC be a cardinal such that w2 d K < 1 and let S be a station- 
ary-costationary subset of oi. Suppose that H is a JI,,,-generic filter over MEG,]. 
Then by Lemma 8, the tree TH = u {A,: p E H} is an essential Jech-Kunen tree in 
M[Gn] [H]. It is obvious that the thick Kurepa trees in M are still thick Kurepa trees 
in M [GA] [H]. We need only to show that there are no essential Kurepa trees in 
M CGJ [HI. 
Suppose that K is an essential Kurepa tree in M[Gn] [H]. Since (KI = ol, then 
there exists an I G K such that 111 = o1 and K EM [GA][HI], where 
HI = H n,Ils,r = {~EH: dom(l,)s I}. 
Since JS,K is forcing equivalent to 
&., * Fa(K\I> Tti,, ai)) 
and by Lemma 6, the tree TH, is (oi \S)-complete, then by Lemma 7, there are no new 
branches of K in A4 [ G,] [H] which are not in M [G,] [HI]. So K is still a Kurepa tree 
in M[G,] [HI]. But the poset JI,, I is w,-closed and has cardinality wi. So by 
Lemma 2, the poset Js,, is forcing equivalent to (o;~‘, 2). Hence by Lemma 9, the 
Kurepa tree K has a JechhKunen subtree K’ in A4 [ GA] [HI]. Since every branch of K’ 
is a branch of K and the set of branches of K stays the same in M[Gn] [H,]and in 
M[G,] [H], then K’ is still a Jech-Kunen subtree of K in M [GA] [H]. This contra- 
dicts that K is an essential Kurepa tree in M[G,J[H]. q 
Remark. It is quite easy to build a model of CH and 2”’ > w2 in which there exist 
essential Jech-Kunen trees and there are no essential Kurepa tree without requiring 
the existence of a thick Kurepa tree. Let M be a model of GCH. First, increase 2”’ to 
o3 by an oi-closed Cohen forcing. Then, force with the poset Js,,,*. In the resulting 
model CH and 2”’ = (ti3 hold and there is an essential Jech-Kunen tree. It can be 
shown easily that there are no thick Kurepa trees in the resulting model. Hence it is 
trivially true that there are no essential Kurepa trees in that model. 
3. New proofs of two old results 
In [lo], we proved that, assuming the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal, it is 
consistent with CH and 2”’ > w2 that there exist Jech-Kunen trees and there are no 
Kurepa trees. The model for that is constructed by taking Kunen’s model for 
non-existence of Jech-Kunen trees as our ground model and then forcing with 
a countable support product of w2 copies of a “carefully pruned” tree T. The way that 
the tree T is pruned guarantees that (1) the forcing is o-distributive, (2) forcing does 
not add any Kurepa trees, (3) T becomes a Jech-Kunen tree in the resulting model. In 
[6], this pruning technique was also used to construct a model of CH and 2”’ > o2 in 
which there exist essential Kurepa trees and there exist essential Jech-Kunen trees. 
Here we realize that the JechhKunen tree obtained by forcing with that carefully 
pruned tree in [lo] and [6] can be replaced by a generic Jech-Kunen tree obtained by 
forcing with JS,K, the poset defined in Section 2. So now we can reprove those two 
results in [lo] and [6] without going through a long and tedious construction of 
a “carefully pruned” tree. 
Let Lu(K, ml), the countable support Levy collapsing order, denote a poset defined 
by letting p ELI;(K, 0,) iff p is a function from some countable subset of K x co1 to 
K such that p( 5, q) E s’ for every (j’, q) E dom( p) and ordered by reverse inclusion. 
Let Fn(& 2, wl), the countable support Cohen forcing, denote a poset defined by 
letting p eFn(i., 2, wi) iff p is a function from some countable subset of i to 2 and 
ordered by reverse inclusion. 
Theorem 11. Let ti and 2 be two cardinals in a model M such that K is strongly 
inaccessible and 2 > K is regular in M. Let S EM be a stationary-costationary subset of 
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w1 and let ,IIs,, EM be the poset dejined in Section 2. Let Lc’(Ic, 0,) and Fn(& 2, wl) be 
in M. Suppose that G x H x F is a (Lu(K, ml) x Fn(& 2, wl) x Js,.)-genericjilter over M. 
Then M [G] [H] [F] 1 (CH + 2”’ > co2 + there exist JechhKunen trees + there are 
no Kurepa trees). 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
M[G][H][F] k (CH+2”‘=A>K=oz). 
It is also easy to see that or and all cardinals greater than or equal to K in M are 
preserved. By Lemma 8, the tree Tr = upEF r A is a Jech-Kunen tree. We now need 
only to show that there are no Kurepa trees in M [G][H][F]. Suppose that K is 
a Kurepa tree in M[G] [H][F]. Since llyl = oi, then there exists an I g K with 
111 = o1 such that K E M[G][H][F,] where F, = F n ,IIs,, (recall that the poset 
QS,K is forcing equivalent to ds,r *Fn(k-\I, Tp,, ml)). By Lemma 7, the tree K is still 
a Kurepa tree in M [G] [H] [F,]. Since the poset Js,, is o,-closed and has cardinality 
oi, then by Lemma 2, Js,, is forcing equivalent to Fn(w,, 2, wl). By a standard 
argument we know that Fn(%, 2, ol) x Fn(wI, 2, ol) is isomorphic to Fn(%, 2, w,). 
Hence there is a Fn(& 2, w,)-generic filter H’ over M[G] such that M[G] [H][F,] 
= M [G] [H’]. But it is easy to see that in M [G] [H’] there are neither Kurepa trees 
nor Jech-Kunen trees. So we have a contradiction that K is a Kurepa tree in 
M[G][H’]. 0 
Theorem 12. Let M be a model of GCH. Let K and 2 be two regular cardinals in M such 
that 1. > K > co1 and let S be a stationary subset of co1 in M. In M let odA and cOs,K be two 
posets dejined in Sections 1 and 2, respectively. Suppose that G x H is a KI x cOsK- 
genericJilter over M. Then 
M[GxH] 1 (CH+~"'=~,>K>~, 
+ there exist essential Kurepa trees 
+ there exist essential JechhKunen trees). 
Proof. It is easy to see that M [G x H] is a model of CH and 2”’ = A > K > ol. Since 
& and &,K are oi-closed, then Kbn is absolute with respect to M and M[H], and 
JS,K is absolute with respect to M and M [G]. By Lemma 8, the tree Tn = UPEG A, is 
an essential JechhKunen tree in M [G] [H]. By Lemma 1, the tree To = UPEc A, is an 
essential Kurepa tree because M [ G] [ H] = M [H] [G]. 0 
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